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When a screenwriter and director work to adapt a book into a movie,
they must make decisions about what aspects of the story to keep
and what to omit. Time constraints do not allow for everything to be
included, and switching from a printed medium to a visual one
makes it difficult to include some elements. In order to find a
balance between remaining true to the book and creating an
engaging cinematic experience, the film adaptation needs to
capture the essence of the story rather than recreate the book
scene by scene. 

In this analysis, you will compare the movie to the book. You will
analyze what was omitted and what was included as you determine
if the movie was a true and accurate representation of the book.
You will then write a review for both the book and the movie,
deciding which version you prefer. 

I hope this study helps you organize your thoughts and that it
prompts great discussion with your family. 

Book versus
movie Analysis

Trish



story  ELEMENTS

Who are the characters? What is the setting? 

What is the problem ? How was the problem solved?

Complete each part of the story elements using the information from the book.  



Movie ELEMENTS

Who are the characters? What is the setting? 

What is the problem? How was the problem solved?

Complete each part of the story elements using the information from the movie.  
Note if it was changed from the book. 



central 
The central message is a story’s "big idea"

or what the author wants you to learn. 

Message

what is the central message of the story? Did the
book and movie have the same message?

provide evidence provide evidence



Book theme

Title of the book:

What is the theme?

What is the problem 
in the story?

How do the characters  
grow or change?

What do the characters
 learn?

The theme is the main message, moral, or life lesson
the author wants you to learn from the story.



Movie theme

Title of the movie:

What is the movie’s theme? Was it changed from the book?

What is the problem 
in the movie? 

How do the characters  
grow or change?

What do the characters
 learn?

The  theme is the main message, moral, or life lesson
the Director wants you to learn from the movie.



Author's Purpose

Entertain 

Inform 

Persuade 

The author

writes a story

for the reader

to enjoy!

The author writes

to give you

information about

a topic.

The author writes

to convince you of/

change your mind  

about a topic.

Title of book:

What is the author's purpose? 

Provide evidence from the book to
support your answer.



director's

Entertain 

Inform 

Persuade 

The director

creates a film

for viewers to

enjoy!

The director

works to give you

information about

a topic.

The director aims

to convince you

of/change your

mind about a topic.

Title of movie:

What is the director's purpose? 

Provide evidence from the movie to
support your answer.

Purpose



 

EffectCause

cause and effect

Cause

Cause

Effect

Effect

cause: the reason why something happens 
effect: The thing that takes place 

Share some differences in Cause and effect between the book
and the movie. 



main Idea
What is the main idea of the story? Did the movie change it?

Provide supporting detail 

Using the information above, write a summary of the main idea.
If the movie changed it, write about the one you preferred. 

Topic:

Provide supporting detail Provide supporting detail 



sequence
Order of events
In the boxes below, write the events of the story in order. Note if the
event was left out of the movie. 

BOOK MOVIE



character Traits 

Character's Name:

Trait Trait Trait

Evidence Evidence Evidence 

Write 3 traits of the character and provide evidence for each trait to
support your answer. Were any of these character traits (or supporting
evidence) left out of the movie? Did it change the character’s depth? 



compare and

Differences Similarities

contrast

Differences 

BOOK

Write the differences and similarities between the book and movie. 

MOVIE



Film Adaptation Analysis
After viewing the film version of the assigned book, take notes about the
categories below.  In the "OVERALL ASSESSMENT" box you will give a grade
of A, B, C, D, or F.  

In the "CRITIQUE" box, you will comment on something that is not well-
executed in the film version or does not capture the essence of the book.  In
the last box, share what you believe is the most successful interpretation or
representation of the book.  

Remember, a film does not have to be exactly like a book to represent the
story well.

Settings

OVERALL ASSESSMENT CRITIQUE

HOW DID THE SETTING OF THE MOVIE DIFFER FROM WHAT YOU IMAGINED WHEN YOU 
READ THE BOOK? WHICH WAS BETTER?



CRITIQUEOVERALL ASSESSMENT

Plot/Story Structure

HOW DID THE PLOT OF THE MOVIE VERSION DIFFER FROM WHAT YOU IMAGINED WHILE
READING THE BOOK? WHICH WAS BETTER?

OVERALL
ASSESSMENT

Characters/Casting
CRITIQUE

HOW DID THE CHARTERS IN THE MOVIE DIFFER FROM THE CHARACTERS YOU IMAGINED
WHILE READING THE BOOK? WHICH VERSION WAS BETTER?



CRITIQUEOVERALL ASSESSMENT

Conflicts/Actor dynamics

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

Props as symbols
CRITIQUE

HOW DID THE CONFLICTS IN THE MOVIE DIFFER FROM WHAT YOU IMAGINED AS YOU
READ THE BOOK? WHICH WAS BETTER?

HOW DID THE MOVIE’S USE OF PROPS HELP TELL THE STORY? DID IT HELP OR HINDER THE
STORY LINE?



CRITIQUEOVERALL ASSESSMENT

Soundtrack Choices

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

Themes/Overall Messages
CRITIQUE

HOW DID THE THEME AND MESSAGE OF THE MOVIE DIFFER FROM THE MESSAGE AND
OVERALL THEME OF THE BOOK? WHICH WAS BETTER?

HOW DID THE SOUNDTRACK FOR THE MOVIE CHANGE THE WAY YOU IMAGINED THE
TEMPO OF THE BOOK? DID IT HELP OR HINDER IT?



Using your notes, evaluate the choices made by the screenwriter,
the director, and the actors to tell the story. Focus on what you
believe are the most important choices. Make sure to comment
on how the film is faithful to the book, where the film captures
the essence of the book while taking creative license, and how
the film could have made better choices for the overall outcome
of the film.

You're the critic now!
EVALUATING THE MOVIE


